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Introduction
Success Inu is a newly launched digital token on the Binance Smart
Chain (BSC) network. Our developer’s immediate goals are to follow our
initial roadmap and grow the holder base to a level where it can
become a community managed and promoted token with strong
rewards for holders. We will seek to add value to the token with
developing utilities such as;
- Branded DApps for use in the DEFI space
- Exchange Listings
- NFT’s with rewards
We have developed Version 1.0 of a wallet tracker DApp called Success
Tracker - http://successtracker.online
This is our first DApp and it covers all BSC network tokens. We will work
towards upgrading it with more features and a premium interface. We
will adapt it to become multichain and multiwallet.
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One of Our long-term goals for Success Inu is the development of a
micro transactional platform.
This Platform is intended to improve the way in which ecommerce is
undertaken. We are not seeking to limit ourselves to a specific industry
as we believe all industries and all people alike will benefit from being
able to undertake fast low-cost decentralized transactions.
The major long-term benefit for Success Inu, will be for our holders to be
able to undertake ecommerce transactions with a range of providers
across a range of industries. It is essentially a decentralized platform for
helping people, connect and transact.
Users can buy and exchange the token between each other. The
platform will be multilingual so that people in any country will be able to
transact and to also invest in the Success Inu token. Investing in the
token itself will provide ongoing rewards to holders by way of passive
income and deflation.
We are also looking at a business case to potentially develop a future
DEFI Exchange where Success Inu can be paired with a stablecoin and
can be purchased directly on the exchange.
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Blockchain Technology
Blockchain technology is one of the few modern technologies which are
providing people with better privacy and protection. It has many
advantages over conventional technologies. It has diverse applications
in multiple fields. But most importantly the use of blockchain technology
for development and use of cryptocurrencies such as Success Inu.
This technology has some unique characteristics like decentralization
and transparency. It provides high-level security and safety to the
users. Therefore, almost all cryptocurrencies are based on blockchain
technology. Unlike physical currencies, digital tokens are more secure
and easier to transfer without the complex systems of the banking
sectors. More so, they provide many other services like exchanges and
staking benefits for the users. They have improved peoples experience
over the traditional centrally controlled services where the large
institutions have held a monopoly for many years.
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Our Roadmap

STAGE 3

STAGE 2
•

Whitepaper Development

•

Social Media Marketing Campaign

•

Apply for Coinmarketcap Listing

•

Reach 15,000 Token Holders

•

Reach 2,500 Token Holders

•

Reach 3,000 Telegram Members

•

Token Wallet Tracker Version 1
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02

•

Reach 1,000 Telegram Holders

•

Audify Contract Audit

•

Exchange Listing Application

Airdrops

•

Commence work on Micro

•

Transaction Platform
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STAGE 1

STAGE 4

•

Launch Token on BSC Network

•

Deploy Social Media Networks

Engage PR Company

•

•

Reach 500 Token Holders

Major Marketing Campaign

•

•

Reach 250 Telegram Holders

Exchange Listings

•

•

Safe Solidity Contract Audit

Reach 30,000 Token Holders

•

•

Apply for CoinGecko Listing

Reach 6,000 Telegram members

•

•

Further development and testing
of Micro Transaction Platform

ROADMAP
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Tokenomics
Success Inu Token was Launched on the Binance Smart Chain Network
(BSC). The reason why we selected the BSC network was due to the low
transaction fees. 1 quadrillion was the initial token supply at Launch.

•

75% of the Initial Token Supply was Burnt at Launch

•

1% of every transaction sent to Burn Wallet (Deflationary)

•

1% of every transaction redistributed to holders (Passive Income)

•

1% of every transaction redistributed to the Liquidity Pool (Stability)

•

1% of every transaction redistributed to marketing Wallet (Growth)

The Liquidity has been locked with Teamlock.finance
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Join Our Community

https://successinu.online

https://t.me/SuccessInuOfficial

https://www.instagram.com/successinuof
ficial/

https://twitter.com/SuccessInu

https://pancakeswap.finance/swap?outp
utCurrency=0xce35f335b1bd0ec37651e1
5b030cdf83c95591df

https://www.dextools.io/app/bsc/pairexplorer/0xff5b995034317e23418abd981
76f14546f151339
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Disclaimer
Like any crypto currency, SUCCESS INU is a speculative investment and involves high degrees of risk. Investors must have
the financial ability, experience, and willingness to bear the risks of an investment. Past performance is not necessarily
indicative of future results. Past performance is no guarantee of future returns and there is no guarantee that the market
price of coin will fully reflect their underlying net asset value. There is also no guarantee that SUCCESS INU investment
objective will be achieved. Potential investors are advised to seek expert financial advice before making any investment
decision and should be aware that they may not fully recover the amount invested. or matters (express or implied) arising
out of, contained in, or derived from this whitepaper or any omission from this document or of any other written or oral
information or opinions provided now or in the future to any interested party or their advisors.
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